
Here are the steps I learned 
from an award winning hair 
stylist . . . 

The  very  first  step  in  quality  hair  care  is 
using  lots  and  lots  and  lots  of  water  to 
completely  wet  your  hair  before  applying 
shampoo.  If  you  think  it  is  wet  enough 
apply  twice  the  amount  of  water.  Really 
wet  hair  can  absorb  the  shampoo  better 
and you will use much less shampoo. 

Always  use  CLEAR  shampoo  to  properly 
clean  your  hair.  DO  NOT  use  shampoos 
with  conditioners  in  them.  They  will  make 
your  hair  DULE  and  matted.  You  may  use 
shampoos with herbs and vitamins such as 
vitamin  E,  Biotin,  rosemary,  lavender  etc. 
these shampoos will be CLEAR. 

YES  you  should  rinse  your  hair  until  it  is 
squeaky  clean.  Just  like  my  Grandmother 
told me. This will insure you have removed 
all residues of shampoo, dirt and grime. 

Those with dry hair  should  apply  a  SMALL 
amount  of  conditioner,  leave  on  1-2 
minutes  while  you  complete  your  shower 
and  rinse  THOROUGHLY.  Before  you  rinse 
your  hands  rub  them  over  your  elbows. 
They'll  show  their  appreciation  by  being 
soft and smooth. 

Once a week or once a month, depending 
on how dry your  hair  is,  apply  warm Mayo 
to dry hair, cover with a disposable shower 
cap  (really  cheap  at  any  beauty  supply 
store),  and  leave  on  for  several  hours. 
Your  body  heat  will  melt  the  Mayo  and 
allow it to penetrate your hair. Leaving on 
for  several  hours  will  thoroughly  condition 

your  hair.  Be  prepared  to  wipe  up  the 
dripping oil occasionally. I like to rub it into 
my elbows,  arms  and  neck.  Good for  your 
skin as well as your hair. 

For  those  fly  a-ways  and  static  electricity 
use  a  1/8"  dab  of  VO5  hair  conditioner 
that  comes  in  a  tube.  Apply  to  wet  hair 
after  you  towel  dry  and  before  you  comb 
in your style.
 
Next:  for  extra  hold,  i.e.  =  keep  my  sides 
flat;  use  an  extra  heavy  gel  just  on  those 
specific areas. I  prefer gel from the health 
food  store  doesn't  dry  out  my  hair  like 
most commercial products. 

For sheen, after you blow dry your hair but 
before  your  final  styling  apply  a  small 
amount  (size  of  a  quarter)  Vitalis 
hairdressing.  It  comes  in  a  bottle  in  the 
men's  grooming  section  and  the  generic 
works  just  as  well  at  1/2  the  price. 
Unfortunately  the  same  is  NOT  true  for 
VO5.  Vitalis  is  a  liquid  so  hold  your  hand 
over  the  sink  when  pouring.  Rub  your 
hands  together  to  distribute  and  run  your 
hands  through  your  hair.  Complete  your 
styling. 

Should  you  still  have  a  few  strays  while 
your  hands  are  still  DAMP from rinsing  off 
the Vitalis and BEFORE you dry your hands 
lightly  pat  your  hair.  The  moisture  from 
your hands will cause the little loose sprigs 
to  tighten  up  and  settle  down.  Works  like 
magic!!!!  If  you use hair  spray do this final 
step after you spray. 

Let us hear from you about how you save 
time and money! 
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